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OpenText understands the Science of Language
The OpenText™ Professional Services team leverages more than 25 years of 
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The OpenText approach to Translation & Localization

The approach involves three key principles in line with a culture of quality:

1. Ensuring the correct approach to translation

The translation team faithfully renders the meaning of the source text so that 
readers of the final text will have the impression that the text was written in their 
own language rather than having been translated. 

2. Working with excellent translation resources

The translation team diligently performs terminological research and always seeks 
clarification on any points they are uncertain of.

3. Having a strong project management team

OpenText’s project managers are the central point of contact during each project.  
They are responsible for coordinating all the translation work and ensuring that it is 
carried out successfully. Their main objective is summed up in once sentence: “To 
provide utmost client satisfaction”. 

Transcription Services

Verbatim transcripts of client-provided audio / video of events are provided 
including speeches, press conferences, interviews, public hearings, inquiries, 
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Taxonomy management and maintenance training
This training is offered to organizations that are ready to maintain and manage their 
taxonomy themselves. As an organization’s content grows and evolves, so should 
the taxonomy that reflects it. This training enables content managers with skills, 
techniques and tools to maintain the taxonomy to maintain its effectiveness and 
adoption across growing content needs.

Library of taxonomies and pre-trained knowledge bases
Augmenting the pre-trained taxonomies that come with Magellan, OpenText 
Professional Services offers additional business-ready pre-trained taxonomies and 
vocabularies in multiple languages. These can be individually licensed or included 
as part of a consulting services engagement. The Linguistic Consulting team can 
then refine these Knowledge Bases for specific content and business needs. For 
more details see the Catalog of Taxonomy Services

Relevant semantic metadata extraction services
The biggest value in identifying and extracting metadata from text is the idea that 
a structured based is being formed on something that has less structure. The now 
formed structure, in this case – semantic metadata, can then be used, analyzed, and 
understood within a larger context of fast processing systems. This naturally relies 
on an understanding and study of the science of language and its applications within 
technology - Natural Language Processing (NLP). NLP is a subfield of linguistics, 
computer science, and artificial intelligence concerned with the interactions between 
computers and human language, in particular how to program computers to process 
and analyze large amounts of natural language data. Along with taxonomy and 
categorization services, additional core services offered include:
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Semantic Strategy Workshop
This workshop is key to defining a strategy around content and extracting its 
relevant semantic metadata. It’s not only a look at the content itself and what can 
be extracted, it is also an exercise around how that extracted information can 
be used in a content workflow for more insight, better findability, and improved 
efficiencies. A computational linguist will work on customer site to explore how 
semantic technologies can be leveraged in the organization’s specific context.  
The Semantic Strategy Workshop is aimed at providing an overview of the 
technology to be used, successful implementation examples and looking at the 
different content challenges that can be addressed in the organization. As a 
result of the workshop, content managers are equipped to define a plan around 
maximizing the information extracted by automated solutions and a document of 
recommendations and observations is also delivered following the workshop.

Custom named entity extraction
Named entities found within text are valuable nuggets of information that help to 
denote special concepts and ideas.  Named-entity recognition identifies and extracts 
named entities mentioned in unstructured text. These entities can be a person’s name, 
organizations, locations, medical codes, date and time expressions, currencies, etc. As 
each organization and industry is interested in a particular set of entities, these entity 
lists can be created and customized based on a specific domain or context. The end 
result is an Authority File that can be leveraged by Magellan Text Mining for automated 

http://www.opentext.com
https://blogs.opentext.com/category/ceo-blog/
https://twitter.com/OpenText
http://www.linkedin.com/company/opentext

